
Inspection Area idea # MF-022

Inspection 
and Q.C.

Design Ideas

As the gatekeepers of product 
excellence, Quality Control and 
and Inspection processes present 
very specialized and stringent 
requirements, particularly when it 
comes to furnishings.

Our design team knows and 
understands the environment in  
which you work. We’ve worked 
with many of the nation’s top 
industrial, research, educational, and 
government  facilities to design and 
furnish facilities with just the right 
combination of workstations, features, 
options, and accessories to fit the 
demands of the job.

These ideas represent only a few of 
the endless layouts possible with the 
versatile and expansive Workplace® 
modular component line. Each has 
been tailored to meet a specific QC  
or Inspection requirement.  

We would be pleased to help you 
design the work environment that 
is “just right” for you. Detailed cost 
quotations and conceptual drawings 
are provided on a no-obligation 
basis. For more details, please 
visit our virtual catalog at www.
workplacesystemsinc.com or call us  
at 1-800-258-9700. We’re ready to get 
started - are you?

Inspection tasks are performed with comfort and ease at this Series 4500 Table equipped 
with an Adjustable Divider Shelf; an Articulating Monitor Arm; a 15-amp Powerstrip; 
Keyboard Tray, and Multi-Adjust Footrest.

QC Station idea # MF-069

Volume MF-203A

To serve the specific needs of a facility’s Inspection Area, this Series 7000 Technician 
Station was selected, along with several accessories chosen with job efficiency and 
organization in mind, as well as user comfort.



This lab area for Quality Control features a Series 5300 Quad WorkCenter configured with Series 7000 Cabinets, providing considerable storage 
capacity, and a most efficient way to use corner space. Overtable accessories include a Light Suspension System and a Bin Rail with parts bins. 
Overall dimensions of station are 10’ x 10’.

Q.C. Lab idea # MF-024

Also using the mobile advantage is this Q.C. configuration, which 
was designed with the Series 4500 Mobile WorkTable. The unit 
was specified with storage Drawers, a pull-out Keyboard Tray, 
and a CPU caddy.

Mobile Q.C. idea # MF-026

This mobile Q.C. station is easily transported to wherever it is 
needed at a moment’s notice. The 30”D x 60”L unit includes 
not only ample drawer storage space, but also a Fixed Riser 
Shelf Assembly with power and Back & End Stops to contain 
items during transit.

Mobile Q.C. idea # MF-025



Triple-tiered Fixed Riser Assemblies play a major role in the configuration of this work area, providing the space to house a myriad of equipment. 
In-line rows of Series 1000 Tables are joined to the back row of tables, and are also used back-to-back, making the most efficient use of valuable 
floor space.

A 10’ row of banked Series 7000 Cabinets are topped with Maple worksurfaces for this application, which also doubles as a central storage station 
for adjoining departments. The very specific selection of cabinets, including both drawer and door configurations, match the very specialized storage 
needs of the work processes involved.

Q.C. Station idea # MF-028
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This Series 7000 Technician Station met the need for plenty 
of storage space at this Quality Control Center. A Fixed Riser 
Shelf Assembly with power and a Light Suspension System 
rounds out the unit.

Q.C. Center idea # MF-029

A Series 4500 WorkTable proves a suitable foundation 
for an Inspection Area station. The 30”D x 72”L unit is 
equipped with an Undertable Shelf, two storage Drawers, an 
adjustable Overtable Shelf with Back & End Stops, in addition 
to a Light Fixture (under shelf) and Articulating Arm.

Inspection Area idea # MF-030

A 30”D x 72”L x 30/37” adjustable workheight Series 
4500 WorkTable is fitted with two 15-amp PowerStrips, a 
Keyboard Tray, Undertable Shelf, and adjustable Overtable 
Shelf with power, providing a custom fit for this Q.C. 
application.

Q.C. Station idea # MF-031

For a major footwear manufacturer, a Series 2000 Mobile 
Work Cart and a Series 4500 WorkTable proved a winning 
combination for this Verification process. The WorkTable 
measures 30”D x 48”L and features an Articulating Arm 
to accommodate a monitor and keyboard.

Verification  
Station

idea # MF-023

Lit.  #MF-203A


